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                 NETmundial+10 highlights multistakeholderism around digital governance
                 
                                      14 March 2024
                                      By Maja Romano                                   
                
                  The upcoming NETmundial+10 meeting will be an important space to ensure that civil society priorities and perspectives are strongly represented and build on APC’s historical engagement in key internet policy and governance processes.
                

               

             

           

                    
            
              
                
                  
                   

                    
                    
                      	
                          
                            
                          
                        
	
                          
                            
                          
                        


                    

                  

                
              

               
                 "Israel has killed over 10% of our colleagues”: Journalists in Palestine speak out about being systematically targeted in the war
                 
                                      12 March 2024
                                      By APCNews                                   
                
                  IFEX, 7amleh, the Palestine Center for Development and Media Freedoms (MADA) and APC recently co-organised a webinar on the issue of the targeting of journalists in Palestine, with several local voices sharing the reality from the ground and what can be done. 
                

               

             

           

              

      


      



    
            
            
              
                
                  
                    
                      
                      
                      
                        	
                            
                              
                            
                          
	
                            
                              
                            
                          


                      

                    

                  
                

                
                  Recommended readings and resources for CSW68                  
                                          11 March 2024 
                                                           By APCNews                                      
                  
                    We encourage you to join us in mobilising for the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW68) taking place from 11-22 March, for which we present some essential resources to help investigate and discuss some of the issues at stake this year.
                  

                

              

            

          
 
        

          
      
    

  
 
















    
  
  







  
    
      
        
          
APC's advocacy
        
      

    

    
      
                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Statement			

		
                  APC statement at the OEWG Virtual Informal Dialogue with the Chair                  
                    APC believes that civil society has a key role to play in the implementation of cybersecurity norms through research grounded in local and national contexts, and increasing awareness and building capacity of stakeholders for norms compliance.
                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Submission			

		
                  APC submission on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity, in relation to the human rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly                  
                    This submission was developed in response to the call for input from the UN Independent Expert on protection against violence and discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity, for a thematic report addressing the rights to freedom of expression, association and assembly.
                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Guide			

		
                  Hybrid events guide 101                  
                    This guide is aimed at hosts who want to hold and facilitate hybrid convenings/events, and is based on APC’s experience and learning from the last two years. This new format requires a double effort to plan, run and support the event in such a way that all participants feel part of the...                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Online digest			

		
                  Southern Africa Digital Rights Issue Number 2: Privacy at risk – challenges to data and online security                  
                    What this edition of Southern Africa Digital Rights serves to spotlight is that privacy and data protections remain and will continue to remain areas that civil society in the region must continue to monitor and address.
                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Statement			

		
                  APC statement to the informal stakeholders consultation during preparations for the zero draft of the Global Digital Compact                  
                    In its contribution to this round of consultations, APC stressed the vital importance of ensuring the effective consideration of civil society voices in the Global Digital Compact negotiation phase.
                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Joint open letter			

		
                  Coalition of international organisations demands that Meta refrain from censoring criticism of Zionism on its platforms                   
                    This open letter expresses deep concern over Meta's proposed revision of its hate speech policy regarding the term "Zionist" and the potential to treat it as a proxy for Jewish and/or Israeli, which will ultimately lead to severe restrictions on legitimate political speech and debate.
                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Joint letter			

		
                  Open letter to the Chair of the Ad Hoc Committee on Cybercrime                   
                    Organisations spanning civil society, industry and the technical community, including APC, urge governments to consider withholding support for the draft UN cybercrime treaty in its current incarnation. If adopted without major changes, this treaty's risks far outweigh its potential benefits.
                  

                

              

            

          

                  
            
              
                
                                  

                
                
                			
			Joint letter			

		
                  Joint civil society letter calling to ensure live online modalities of participation for UN human rights bodies and mechanisms                  
                    Over 200 organisations including APC sent a joint letter to UN representatives calling on them to ensure live online modalities of participation for UN human rights bodies and mechanisms, in light of concerns regarding civil society access and participation in these spaces.
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              Pakistan elections 2024: A dramatic episode of defiance and uncertainty              
                                07 March 2024 
                                Usman Shahid                              

              After weeks of uncertainty, Pakistan has finally elected a prime minister in an eight-party coalition government. This election was unique in the use and denial of technology, the swift flows of disinformation and the lack of accountability for citizens' digital rights.


            

          

        

      

      

      
      
                                      
            
              
                
                  
                                        
                      	
                          
                            
                          
                        
	
                          
                            
                          
                        


                    

                  

                
              


              
                The risks of artificial intelligence and the response of Korean civil society

                
                                    05 March 2024 

                  Byoung-il Oh                                                  

                As South Koreans embrace artificial intelligence in daily life, the country is becoming a test case of the “allow first, regulate later” approach to AI regulation. This piece outlines some of the controversial AI-related cases and the need to publicise the dangers of unchecked AI.


              

            

          

                                      
            
              
                
                  
                                        
                      	
                          
                            
                          
                        
	
                          
                            
                          
                        


                    

                  

                
              


              
                This podcast series tackles critical digital issues in the Asia-Pacific

                
                                    19 February 2024 

                  Jen Tarnate and Katerina Francisco                                                  

                The Pretty Good Podcast Live, produced with APC support, raises awareness of critical digital issues in the Asia-Pacific such as digital security, open technology, internet freedom, data privacy and more. 
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In this weekly column, longstanding associate of APC David Souter looks at different aspects of the digital society. Issues covered include internet governance and sustainable development, human rights and the environment, policy, practice and the use of ICTs.




How are APC members improving their communities' lives? In this section we're highlighting stories of impact and change by our members, supported by APC sub-granting.
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